5th Annual Meeting of Civil Chartered Engineers, Opatija June 17-19, 2010

Saturday, June 19, 2010
Seminar on tunnelling and book promotion:

ITA- AITES Seminar
“Urban Tunnelling and Underground Structures“

Moderator : dr.sc. Davorin KOLIĆ
Time : 9:00 -13:00 h

Introduction dr.sc. D.Kolić 3-5 min
Toulouse Metro System O.Vion (Fra) 9:00-9:30
Seoul Underground Structures dr.sc.In-Mo Lee(Kor) 9:30-10:00
Shanghai Underground Connections dr.sc.Bai Yun (Chi) 10:00-10:30

***** coffe break ***** 10:30-11:00

Interceptor Beograd dr.sc. D.Divac (Srb) 11:00-11:30
Norway Underground City Connections E.Grov(Nor) 11:30-12:00
Kopenhagen Light Metro S.Eskensen (Dan) 12:00-12:30

Book promotion
„TUNNELS - ITA Guidelines on Safety and Conventional Tunnelling“ : 12:30-13:00
(Speaches of Chamber, ITA, participants to book):
Z.Sever, O.Vion, J.Likar, D.Kolic, summar and book promotion

Lunch time :
- Lecturers with accompany persons are invited to a festive lunch by Chamber